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Abstract
This paper compares three link conflict resolution strategies applied to multicomputers with symmetric topologies and
circuit-switching interconnection networks. Several performance parameters are evaluated through an approximate analytical
model based on the flow analysis. The main peculiarity of this method with respect to previous studies is the capacity to take
into account actual network delays and all feedback effects among probability of link conflict, routing controller overhead,
and message latency. An extensive simulation analysis has been canied out to validate the analytical models. The results show
that our approach is quite accurate for a wide range of message traflic loads, independently of the link conflict resolution
strategy and message length distribution. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Approximate analytical model; Circuit-switching routing; Multicomputers; Message passing

1. Introduction

The growing demand for high speed interconnection networks requires a proper evaluation of their performance indices by means of models that take into account all actual delays. Several studies have paid attention
to the performance, efficiency and reliability analysis of interconnection networks of distributed-memory
parallel systems. The reason is that communications typically represent the bottleneck of computations
running on multicomputers.
In this paper, we focus on direct interconnection structures characterised by asynchronous and decenWised control techniques [14,20]. Several switching techniques have been used in direct networks. The
first generation multicomputers, such as Ncube-1 and iPSC/ 1, were characterised by store and forward
message switching policies. To decrease high message latency and avoid large node buffers, the next generation multicomputers abandoned these strategies in favour of circuit-switching (adopted, for example,
by Intel iPSC/2, iPSC/860, and an experimental Jet Propulsion Laboratory machine [21]) and wormhole
* Corresponding author. Tel.: +39 672 597385; fax: +33 672 597460, e-mail: tucci@miroma2.it.
0166-5316/98/$ - see front matter 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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routing techniques (used by Intel Paragon, MIT J-machine, Inmos Transputer IMS T9000). Message latency
of these routing policies can be significantly affected by link contention, hence it is important to compare
various link conflict resolution strategies. In particular, circuit-switching consists of three separated phases.
In the path-set-up phase, a communication path from the source to the destination node is established. In
the data-transmission phase, the message is transmitted across the links of the path. In the path-release
phase, all acquired links are released. Therefore, link contention may occur only in the path-set-up phase.
The most common policy is the deterministic hold strategy, in which the path is determined in a static way
and, in case of link conflict, the communication request waits until that link becomes free. This strategy has
an easy implementation, however it suffers from low reliability and low performance especially when the
traffic is heavy. Indeed, a crowded or faulty link prevents any message exchange among the nodes having
that link in their path. Alternative link conflict resolution strategies are the drop (or loss mode) policy
that releases all links obtained before the conflict, and the adaptive policy that tries to establish another
path. (This latter policy preserves communications even in the presence of some faulty paths [4,11,19,26].)
The goal of this paper is to investigate the performance of hold, drop, and adaptive policies in the case of
symmetric topologies, such as hypercube and torus, with different dimensions and various traffic conditions.
An approximate analytical model is introduced to carry out this comparison.
It should be observed that circuit-switching policies are gaining a new interest, thanks to the advent of
optical interconnection networks. In these systems, it is convenient to establish the entire path before transmitting a message to the purpose of avoiding data buffering that would require costly optical-electronic
conversion processes [25]. Moreover, other simulation experiments showed that, for many scenarios, adaptive circuit-switching has performance comparable to that of wormhole techniques [8].
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 describes the operational
features of circuit-switching routing in a hypercube. Section 4 analyses the models for the message latency
time evaluation in the case of three link conflict resolution policies. Section 5 indicates how to extend the
equations for the hypercube to a symmetric torus topology. Section 6 validates the analytical results against
simulation and compares the performance of the link conflict resolution strategies. Section 7 concludes the
paper with some final remarks. For the sake of readability, some equations are solved in the appendices and
discussed with more details in [7].

2. Related work
Most performance results concerning asynchronous direct and indirect communication networks are obtained through simulation models [2,4,10,12,13,18,2 1,221. The few analytical results for circuit-switching
are restricted to the hold strategy and assume instantaneous link acquisition/releasing
times [ 1,5,9,14]. To
the best of our knowledge, there are no analytical solutions for circuit-switching networks that use adaptive or drop link conflict resolution strategies. Harrison and Pate1 [ 141 evaluate the performance of indirect
circuit-switching networks by means of decomposition techniques based on a Markov process. Kim and Das
propose a model for the analysis of a random switching technique that is not actually adaptive [ 161. This routing algorithm requires a deadlock detection strategy because, at each step, a random link is selected. Dally
[9], Adve and Vernon [l] use approximate Mean Value Analysis to analyse the performance of wormhole
routing in k-ary n-cubes networks. Chlamtac et al. [5] evaluate the performance of circuit-switching routing
in a hypercube through an approximate Markov model. This approach is fine for the analysis of the hold
strategy, however it cannot be applied to the drop strategy that does not satisfy the memory-less property.
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Fig. 1. The node architecture.

In this paper we propose an approximate modelling approach that can be used to evaluate the message
latency in asynchronous circuit-switching interconnection networks where the link contention is solved
through hold, drop or adaptive policy. The model also takes into account the overheads of the routing
controllers au& & link acquisition, link release, and queuing time of the requests (in the hold case). The
novelty of the model is twofold. It represents a unifying approach for modelling all link conflict resolution
strategies. It is able to capture the feedback effect of the link conflict probability on message latency
and routing controller overhead. The same methodology can be extended to analyse other systems with
contention on passive homogeneous resources [6] and indirect interconnection networks. Unlike direct
networks in which each processor has a router, the routers of the indirect networks are separated from
the processors. In principle, our approach can be applied to both kinds of systems because it models the
communication path as a set of links and routers, independently of the number of processors. The main
difference is that in direct networks we have to consider the mean distance between two nodes, while in
indirect networkswe have to evaluatethe mean number of network stages.

To obtttin a model analytically tractable we consider interconnection networks with symmetric topologies.
sake of readability we focus on the binary hypercube topology that has been adopted in several
multicomputers such as Cosmic Cube, Connection Machine, Ncube, iPSC/2, and iPSC/860. Nevertheless,
the approach can be extended to other symmetric topologies such as the torus (see Section 5).
A d-dimensional binary hypercube is a graph of p = 2d processors and 2d-‘d links. A path between
the source and destination is a sequence of nodes in which every two consecutive processors are physically
adjacent to each other [3]. The number of links in the path is called the length of the path. If the length
of the path is equal to the Hamming distance, then the path is said to be optimal. Each node of the
interconnection network has three components: aprocessing element (called processor), a routing controller,
and a (d + 1) x (d+ 1) crossbar switching network (Fig. 1). A DMA controller (DMAC) per each dimension
guarantees a maximum of d simultaneous communications for each router.
FOI‘ the
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The path from the source to the destination node is completed by a step-by-step process, in which for
each step an additional link is assigned to the path by the local routing controller only after verification of
the availability of the required link. In the case of conflict, the links held by the communication request may
be released or not, depending on the adopted link conflict resolution strategy. We analyse three policies that
build optimal paths. In the case of hold strategy, the colliding communication request is en-queued at the
local routing controller, and the request awaits the release of the link. In the case of drop strategy, all the
acquired links are immediately released. To reduce the probability of subsequent aborts, the source router
waits for a back-oRperiod before attempting to re-establish the path. The adaptive strategy is a dynamic
policy that, in the case of conflict, randomly selects one of the free links (if any) that forms the shortest
path from the source to destination. If no link is free, the partial path is aborted and the new attempt comes
after a back-oRperiod, analogously to the drop strategy.
When the communication path is completed, the DMAC of the destination routing controller sends an
ack signal to the DMAC source through the established path. At the arrival of this signal, the DMAC source
is enabled to start the transmission of the message. At the end of the data transfer, an end-transmission
signal propagated through the path enables the intermediate routing controllers to release the acquired links.
It should be observed that our model takes into account all network operation features. In particular, the
path is set up at the routing controller level, hence each link request experiments a certain service time and
possible router queuing delays. On the other hand, message transmissions do not require any intervention
of the routing controllers because they are carried out at the DMA level.
We assume that hold and drop strategy establishes the communication path through the e-cube routing
algorithm which has been demonstrated to be deadlock-free. The drop and adaptive strategies are deadlockfree by definition since the hold and wait condition is not met.
3.2. Assumptions
Most parameters of interest to the model depend on the probability that a request for a link may enter into
conflict against another active communication. The difficulty of evaluating the probability of link conflict
for the three strategies is mainly due to a mutual dependence. The link utilisation depends on the duration
of the communication which consists of the path-set-up, data-transmission, and path-release phase. In its
turn, the duration of the path-set-up phase depends on the probability of contention/abort
and overhead
of the routing controller. An iterative solution of the model allows us to capture these feedback effects for
all the link conflict resolution strategies. To build an analytically tractable model we make the following
assumptions.
(a) The communication requests arising from each processor are independent and identically distributed
in accordance with a Poisson process having rate h for each processor.
(b) The memory capacity of each processor is unlimited. This assumption is quite accurate if one considers
present available machines. It permits to neglect the loss of messages and consequent re-transmission
due to the lack of memory space.
(c) For the hold strategy, a link conflict implies that no other requests are waiting for the same link. This
allows the model to consider the probability of link conflict only in terms of link utilisation.
(d) The probability of link conflict is independent of the number of already obtained links. This makes the
probability of conflict for the ith link request independent of the i value.
(e) For the hold strategy, the waiting times due to contention are independent variables with same mean.
This permits the analytical evaluation of the mean waiting times to obtain a link.
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(f) For the adaptive strategy, the probability of link conflict is independent of the number of occurred
aborts. This allows to consider null the probability of new conflicts with the communication that
caused the previous abort. This hypothesis is reasonable for the adaptive policy given the presence of a
combinatorial number of paths from the source to destination, but it is unrealistic for the drop strategy
that provides a single path.
In accordance with the current literature [23], there are no assumptions about the message routing distribution. Some assumptions, such as (a) and (b), are commonly accepted. The main consequence of the
other assumptions is that the analytical results are lower bounds of the actual times because some potential
conflicts are not taken into account. However, their impact do not affect the accuracy of the solutions, as
demonstrated by the validation of the analytical results against simulation models not containing assumptions (c), (d), (e) and (f).
The assumption (a) and the network symmetry guarantee that the network is balanced [ 151 that is, each
routing controller and link is equally likely to be visited independently of the message routing distribution.
The link request of a single communication is generated by a Poisson source with rate hp because the
superposition of Poisson processes is still a Poisson process. Moreover, from assumption (a) and network
symmetry we have that the mean number of links per path M is the same for all processors, independently
of their positions. Therefore, the mean latency of each message may be simply evaluated by considering
a communication request for the average path. For example, in the case of uniformly distributed message
routing in a d-dimensional hypercube, the number of nodes reachable in i steps from a node corresponds
to the number of node addresses that differ by exactly i bits, that is, A(i) =

( f ). Hence,

the mean number

of links per path is:
M = Cf=, iA
2d - 1

d2d-1
=m--

(1)

where 2d - 1 is the number of nodes reachable by a generic sender. A similar approach can be used to
evaluate the mean number of links per path for different message routing distributions, such as uniform,
sphere of locality, and decreasing probability.
In circuit-switching networks, the communication evolves through the path-set-up, data-transmission
and path-release phases. Therefore, the mean message latency is the sum of the mean time to set up the
path (Tn&,s&&
the mean time to transfer the body message (T&a_&&, and the mean time to release
the links of the path (Z’nahJelease), that is,
&my

=

&th_set_up

+

Tdata-tram

+

~path_release

(2)

The last two terms in (2) are independent of the link conflict resolution strategy. In particular, Tdara_transis
given by the mean message length divided by the network bandwidth; TpathXlease is equal to MT,., where
Tret is the mean time to release one link and depends on the routing controller overhead. Each link conflict
resolution policy is characterised by a different time to build the path. In the following sections we evaluate
Tpatt,_set_upfor the hold, drop and adaptive strategies, respectively.
Two remarks on the notation are in order: D and T denote deterministic and mean time values, respectively; all common terms, such as Pconflicr and N abO,.r,are section dependent in the sense that they refer to
the conflict resolution strategy where they are used.
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Fig. 2. State diagram for the hold strategy (V = Verification,W = Waiting,C = Connection).

4. Message latency analysis
4.1. Hold strategy
The state diagram that describes the operation of the hold strategy is represented in Fig. 2. In the pathset-up phase, a state i (i # ACK) denotes a communication request that involves the ith link. This state is
composed of three sub-states Vi, Ci,Wi , where Vi denotes the request for the ith link to the local routing
controller. If this link is obtained, the transition to state Ci takes place. Otherwise, if there is contention,
the waiting state Wi is reached. Once obtained all the M links, the DMAC receiver transmits to the DMAC
sender an ack that signals the completion of the path-set-up phase (ACK state). In the data-transmission
phase (DATA-TRANS state), the DMAC sender transmits the message body to the DMAC receiver. In the
path-release phase, all links of the communication path are released. The index i of the LR.i state denotes
the number of links that are not yet released. The mean time to acquire M links, that is, the duration of the
path-set-up phase, is given by the sum of the following terms:
THOLD
path-set-up

= M(&erify

+ &nk-corm

+ &k-wait)

+ Dack 7

(3)

where TvecfYis the mean time to verify the availability of a link; &nk_conn and Da& are the constant times
to connect a link and transmit the ACK signal, respectively; Tlid_wGtis the mean time spent to wait for a
link that is held by other communications.
Before the analysis of the Gink_w& term, let us focus on the three parameters that depend on the
activities Of the rOUtmg COntI’Oller: T,,cfy, &,k_cOnn, and Trel. Previous evaluation studies on interconnection networks consider times for link verification, link connection, and link release as constant delays. This assumption does not allow the model to consider the activities and possible congestion of
the routing controller. On the other hand, in our model TvecfY and Trel are considered mean response
times given by a deterministic service time (D,,hf, and Drel, respectively) plus a mean waiting time
spent at the routing controller queue (Fig. 1). The time for a link connection Dlid_conn is a pure delay
because it immediately follows a link verification or a link release activity. The solution of the equations representing the activities of the routing controller, modelled as a M/G/l queue, is postponed to
Appendix A.
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The time spent to wait for a link that is held by another communication
probability and the mean residual time to release the requested link that is,
Path-set-up Wpath-set-up
= Pcondict

qink-wait
where

ppath-=W , pdata-tram,
conflict

prel
conflict

conflict

I

depends on the link conflict

+ ~~;~ta~ans Wdata_trans + p;zhflict wrel,

are the probabilities of conflicting with other communications

(4)
that

are in their path-set-up, data-transmission and path-release phase, and Wpath-set-up, Wdata-trans, Wrel are
the mean waiting times to obtain a link held by other communications in the corresponding phase. The
evaluation of the probabilities of conflict and the waiting time is in Appendix B and Section 4.1.1, respectively.
4.1.1. Mean waiting time to obtain a busy link
The mean waiting time to obtain a busy link is equal to the mean residual time that the requested
link is released by the communication holding it. By assuming that the conflict occurs while the other
communication is in its x-phase, the mean waiting time Wx for a busy link is:
M

Wx = c

P;Lj:R;

k=l

I

M

c

P;L;,

(5)

k=l

where Pf is the probability that the communication is in the state k of the x-phase, and L$ is the number of links held in the state k of the x-phase, and Ri is the residual holding time starting from the
state k of the x-phase. The computation of Ri is in Section 4.1.2, while the evaluation of Pt and L$ is
straightforward:
(0 For x = path-set-up, if one assumes that sub-states Ck, vk, and wk are aggregated into a single state
(as example, see the shadow state in Fig. 2), then the probability of being in the state k is equal to
path-set_up
‘k

=

$22t_up

-

Dack)/M

THOLD
path-set-up

k=

l,...,M

and in the ACK state is Pack = Da&/ THoLD
path_set_up.The links held are approximately Lrth-set-up = k,
fork=
l,...,
M, and Lack = M.
(ii) For x = data-transmission, we have Pdata-@ans= 1 because the data-transmission phase consists of
a unique state, and Ldata-‘ans = M.
(iii) For x = path-release, we have Pkre’ = l/M because the probability of residence in each of the M
states is identical and equal to the mean time to release one link Tret, and Tkrel= k, for k = 1, . . . , M.
4. I .2. Expected residual residence times
In this section we use assumption (c) stating that there are no other communications waiting for the same
link requested by the blocked communication. Therefore, the expected residual time Rt to obtain the link
is only due to the communication holding that link. This value depends on the state k of the x-phase in
which the communication is.
Let fz(z) be the density of the residence time in a state k, and let Y denote the residual lifetime in that
state. If the communication that holds the requested link passes through just one state k, the mean residual
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time to release this link can be evaluated by means of the density function fy (y) of the residual residence
time in the state k, i.e.
ca

Rk =

Jy_fu(y)dy,

(6)

0

where, as shown in [24], fy (y) can be obtained by the distribution function FZ (z) and the expected value
E[Z] of the residence time, that is,
(7)
This method requires the knowledge of the distribution function of the residence time in a state that is
not easily obtainable. However, it is important to adopt this approach only for the phases, such as datatransmission, which consists of a single state with a long residence time. On the other hand, for the phases
composed by several sub-states each with a short residence time, such as path-release, it is not a serious
approximation to consider the residual residence time in a single sub-state equal to the residence time.
Therefore, for those phases, we assume that the communication holding the link is at the beginning of a
sub-state chosen with uniform probability among all sub-states. Let us now compute Ri for the following
x phases: path-release (M states), data-transmission (1 state), and path-set-up phase (M + 1 states).
In the case of conflict with a communication being in a state k of the path-release phase, the contended
link could be any of the k residual links. Hence, the expected residual time to release the requested link is
path-release
Rk

=-

1 k
k

c
i=l

i TEl = T,1-

k+l

2

fork=

l,...,M.

In the case of conflict with a communication in the data-transmission phase, the expected residual time to
release the requested link is given by the mean residual time to complete the data-transmission plus the
expected time to release a mean number of links (each of them could be the one requested by the other
communication). Hence,
Rdata-tWIS

=

s

y Fy (y)

@b)

dy + R$*Jelease,

0

where fr (y) is the density function of the residual residence time in the data transmission state. As shown
in (7), this density can be obtained by means of the distribution function and the expected value of the
data transmission time. In this paper, we do not assume any particular distribution for the data transmission
time, and the accuracy of the model will be validated for various data transmission distributions.
In the case of conflict with a communication being in a generic state k of the path-set-up phase, the
expected residual time to release the requested link is given by the mean time to acquire the remaining
M - k links of the path, the time to receive the ACK signal, the mean data-transmission time, and the
expected residual time to release the requested link. Hence,
Rkpa*set-up

= (M - k)(Getify

+ hnk_conn

+ 6ink_wait)

+ bck

+ Tdata_tram + REthmlease.

(8~)
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Fig. 3. Path-set-up

phase for the drop strategy.

Eqs. (8c), (4) and (5) show the mutual dependency among l?pthseteup, qink_wait and Wpathset-“p. Hence,
we evaluate the path-set-up phase through an iterative approach that captures this feedback effect. We have
empirically verified that the convergence of this methods is always guaranteed after few steps.
4.2. Drop strategy
The drop strategy releases all the obtained links when a conflict occurs. Fig. 3 focuses on the path-set-up
phase, because data-transmission and path-release phase are the same as in Fig. 2. In the path-set-up phase,
the communication request may be in a verification (Vi), link connection (Ci) or link release state (Ri).
The state Vi denotes that the communication has obtained i - 1 links and asks for the ith link. If this link
is idle, then the communication request reaches the state Ci . Otherwise, if another communication is using
that link, the communication reaches the state Ri_ 1 from which the link releasing process starts. To reduce
the probability of further contentions, a back-off interval (&a&-off) is introduced before the successive
attempt of path-set-up. The times spent in the states Vi, Ci and Ri are denoted by Tvecfy,Dlink_conn
and
Trel, respectively.
When the communication request has obtained the last link of the path, the behaviour is the same as for
the hold strategy. The mean time to build a complete path in accordance with the drop strategy is the sum
of five terms:
TDROP
path-set-up

=

Nverify
Verify

+ Nlink_conn Qink-corm

-I- Nrel Tret -I- Nabort Dback-off

•I- Dack 1

(9)

where &rifY t Nlink_conn and Fret are the mean number of visits to the states Vi, Ci, and Ri, respectively.
Therefore, Nvehfy TvecfYis the mean time to verify link availability. Analogously, Ntink_connDlink_conn
and
Nrel Trelare the total time for link connection and for link release due to contentions. The link conflicts cause
a mean number of aborts denoted by Naba, hence the mean back-off time experimented by a communication
request is N&ofl&a&_&. As for the hold strategy, Tve.gyand T’el are mean times of the routing controller
modelled as a M/G/l queue (see Appendix A). All the crucial quantities of the path-set-up equation (that
Nrel and Nat,& depend on the probability (Pconflict) that a communication asks for a
is, &tifY7 Nlink_conn,
busy link.
4.2.1. The probability of link con.ict
In this section we evaluate the probability that a link request causes a conflict. For the assumption (d),
P conaict is independent of the number of obtained links. However, two potential causes of contention have
to be taken into account for the evaluation of Pconaict. The former is due to the first conflict with a generic
communication. The latter is caused by the fact that the same communication still holds the required
link. As an example, the second abort can be caused by two kinds of conflict: a conflict with a different
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communication that could come up during the back-off period, or a second conflict with the previous
communication that is still in progress after the back-off period. By assuming that the occurrences of these
two events are mutually exclusive, we have
Pconflict -

Pfirst-conflict

+ %rther_conflicts.

(10)

The distinction between first and further conflicts is a peculiarity of the drop strategy. For example, the
adaptive policy has a negligible probability of conflicting twice or more with the same communication,
thanks to the combinatorial number of feasible paths. The probability of conflicting for the first time with
another communication is obtained by Eq. (B.3) as follows:

Glkheld
+ NltlkM*
+ Nl-t*Alcld
+ %kleld+ 4iE-22+ %Lleld
f

Pfirst-conflict =

Ninks

01)

where the mean numbers of links held in each phase are in (BS)-(B.7) and (B.8).
The probability that a communication, which has already caused an abort, induces further conflicts on the
same link is equivalent to the probability that, this communication is still active after one or more back-off
periods:
max
&urther_conflicts

= C
i=l

Prob {communication

still in progress after i &a&&f},

(12)

where max denotes the maximum value over which the probability of further conflicts is negligible. Here
we evaluate that probability for max = 1, however the results can be easily extended to the general case.
We have
Pr{communication

still in progress after &a&-off)

= 1 - Pr{contended link idle after &ack_off)

where

ppath-set-up
link-contention’

p$ata_trans
link-contention’

has been caused by a communication

are the probabilities that, given a link conflict, this
in its path-set-up, data-transmission phase or path-release phase,

pEEZZion

respectively; P~?~~~~p is the probability that the communication in progress has terminated its patb-setup and data-transmission phases, and has released the contended link within &a&_off. Analogously, for
Pz$$$$‘;
and P~~;~~.
The link contention terms in (13) are conditional probabilities

that a first conflict occurs while the other
communication is in its path-set-up, data-transmission or path-release phase. The evaluation of these terms
can be easily obtained by Eqs. (B.3)-(B.6) and (B.11). For example,
ppath_setsp
link-contention

= ug:;:;;;;

I &t-conflict)

=

Ngk_held

+ Nkk_held

+ Nl%k_held

Nhnk-held

The other three probabilities Pr!iTietp,
P$$;zii,
P~~i~~~~~ require a more complex analysis that takes
into account the expected residual time of an event. Their evaluation is given in [7].
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4.2.2. The other terms in the path-set-up equation
It is now possible to evaluate all the terms in the path-set-up equation (9) through the flow analysis. First
of all, we estimate the mean number of aborts on which all other parameters depend. NabOrtis equivalent
to the mean number of visits to the back-off state in Fig. 3. Therefore, NabOrt= h{/h from which it holds
h{ = ANabort.

(14)

For the stationary assumption, the flow reaching a state is equal to the flow leaving that state. Therefore,
we can write the following flow balance equation:
h=h&

(15)

where hg is equivalent to the flow reaching the VI state (that is, h + A{) times the probability
conflicting
becomes

in any of the M link requests. Hence, h& = (h + $)(l

of not

- Pconuict)M that, through (14),

(16)

AG = A(1 + Nabort)(l - PconAict)“.
By combining (15) and (16), we obtain the mean number of aborts as

(1-O

Nabort = l/(1 - Pconnict)M - 1.
Evaluating

the Nab1 NIink_conn3and Nret terms in (9) requires the estimation of the transaction rates shown

M. As an example, for the VI state, we can write

inFig.3,thatis,hy,i”,andha,fori=l,...,
;1f = th + A{) ~conflict
h(f = (A + +I(1

-

(18)

j

(19)

~conBict)-

The other transaction rates are analogously evaluated,
Af=Ay_u_lPconflict,
A? = hy_l(l
hi_,

i=2,...,M,

- Pconflict),

(20)

i = 2,. . . , M,

(21)
(22)

= h-i,

Af=Af+,+hF+,,

i=m-2

,...,

0.

(23)

Now we have all data necessary to evaluate the unknowns in (9), that is, Nvedfy, Nlink_conn,and Nrel. These
values can be viewed as the mean number of visits to the verification, connection and releasing states,
respectively. Hence,
M
Nverify
= c

NVi = <a: + hf)/h,

(24)

Nci = apja,,

(25)

i=l

Nlink-corm
=
i=l

M-l

Nrel = c
i=O

NRi = $/a.

(26)
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h RELWI)

Fig. 4. Path-set-up phase for the adaptive strategy.
4.3. Adaptive strategy
The main difference between the adaptive strategy and the previous two policies is that the path choice
depends on dynamic network conditions. The state diagram of the path-set-up phase in Fig. 4 shows that
the communication request can be in a verijcation (Vi,i), connecting (Ci) or releasing state (Ri). The state
Vi,j denotes a communication request that has obtained i - 1 links and demands, for the jth time, the ith
link of the path. If this link is idle, then the communication request reaches the state Ci and connects the
new link to the previous ones. Otherwise, if the request can choose other links, then it reaches the state
Vi, j+l* If no link is available, then the communication request reaches the state Ri_ 1 from which the link
releasing process takesplace. After the releasing phase due to an abort, the communication request waits
for a back-off period (&,a&_&) before a new attempt.
The times spent in the states Vi,j, Ci and Ri are denoted by Tveify, &nk_conn and Trel, respectively.
These values depending on the activities of the routing controller are given in the Appendix A.
In this section we evaluate the mean time to build a path (Taco&)
as the sum of six terms:
TADS
pathet-up

= Ntefify

( WADrn

+ Nrel Gel

+

+ Nabort

Dverify)

+

Dback_off

N$ifyDverify
+

Dack

+ Nlink_conn

hnk-corm

1

where N:e,fY and NtitifY are the number of visits to states Vi,1 and Vi,j (j > l), respectively;

(27)
therefore

is the total time for link availability verification, and WADPT is the
(WADPT + Getif~) + N&if,Dverify
waiting time spent at the routing controller. We have distinct the first from the successive verification
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because only the first request experiments a delay in the queue of the routing controller. If the link is not
available, the router checks other possibilities without re-queuing the request.
Nlik_conn is the number of visits to the states Ci , and Nlink_connDlink_connis the total time for link physical
connection. Nrel is the number of visits to states Ri, and NrelT,l is the total time for link release due to
COUtentiOU
with Other COUUnUUiCatiOU reqUeStS. Nabo,.t is the number of aborts, and N&,O,.t&&_Ofi is the
total back-off time experimented by a communication request.
Eq. (27) is quite similar to Eq. (9) referring to the drop strategy. Therefore, an approach analogous to the
one adopted to compute ~‘~~~(&, is followed to evaluate $ifh~&,_
The value of N&oti is computed in
Section 4.3.1, and the other parameters in Section 4.3.2.
4.3.1. The number of aborts
To evaluate the mean number of aborted communications we use the same flow analysis adopted for the
drop strategy. N&ofl is equivalent to the mean number of visits to the back-off state in Fig. 4. Therefore,
&,oti = hm~(u)/h from which it holds
&L(O)

=

ANabort.

(28)

For the stationary assumption, we can write the following flow balance equation:
h = &(M,I)?

(29)

where hc(~, 1) is equivalent to the flow reaching the Vt, 1 state (that is, h + )LREL(o))times the probability of
obtaining all M links of the path. In the case of the adaptive strategy, an abort is a rather rare event because
each link request has several possibilities. An abort arises only if the first link request conflicts M times
or the second request conflicts M - 1 times, and so on. Therefore, if we build all the feasible paths from
Vl,t to CM, the probability of obtaining M links is given by, (1 - Pconai,--)“[( 1 + Pconflici)( 1 + Z’conflict+
conflict)] and the flow rate )Lc(M,1) can be written as
Pzonflici) ’ . ’ (1 + Pconflict + ’ ’ . + PM-’
M-l

j

j=l k=O

that, through (28) and (29), becomes
M-l j
(3Q)
j=l k=O

From (30), we obtain the mean number of aborts as
N abort

1
=

(l

-

Pconflict)M

17$1

Iljf=O

1,

(31)

‘:on*ict

where the probability of link conflict Pconflict is evaluated as in (B.3) and detailed in [7].
4.3.2. The other terms in the path-set-up equation
To evaluate the transaction rates, we consider Fig. 4 and the flow balance theorem that in the stationary
condition guarantees the equality between incoming and outcoming flows. Let ICON and hnn~(i) denote
the flow rate leaving the ith link connection state and the ith link releasing state, respectively.
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With respect to the states Vi,j, we have
hv1,1 = (A + J&L(O))
hV,,t = kON(i-1)

(324
Wb)

~conflict 3

i = 2, . . . , M,

~conflict,

i = 1, . . . ,M,

‘Vi, j = ‘Vi, j-t Pconflict 9

and j=2

,...,

M-i+l,

(32~)

where the outcoming flows of the connection states Ci (for i = 1, . . . , M) are
M-i+1
&ON(i)

=

C

(33)

‘Ci,j.

j=l

The hci, j terms are given by the following equations:
Acl,l = (h + iREL(O))(l
AC,,, =kON(i-1)(1
‘C,, j = ‘Vi,j_l

-

(l -

-

Wa)

Pconflicd5
i =

Pconflict),

2,.

i = 1)...,

Pconflid9

. . t MT

Wb)

M,

(34c)

and j = 2, . . . , M - i + 1.

Regarding the link release states, we have
hEL(M-1)
&EL(i)

= h&.fJ
= hEL(i+l)

1W

7
+ ‘Vi+l,M-i

7

i = M - 2, . . . , 0.

(35b)

Once the transaction rates are estimated, it is possible to evaluate N,,,.lfy, Nlih_conn, and A&l in (27) through
the number of visits to the respective states. Let NVi,j, NCi , and NRi denote the mean number of visits to
the verification Vi,j, connection Ci and releasing Ri states, respectively. We can write
M
NLify

=

Cwi.1
i=l
M

=

(‘Vi,,

+ ‘Ci,t)lh,

(36)

M-i+1

N$~Y= C C mi,j = (‘Vi,j
i=l

+ 'Ci,j)',

(37)

j=2

M
fiink_corm

=

c
i=l

NG

= kON(i)/h,

(38)

M-l
&I

=

c

mi

=

kEL(i)lJ--

(3%

i=l

5. Extension of the model to the torus topology
In this section we demonstrate the flexibility of the proposed modelling approach by indicating how
it can be extended to analyse the performance of other symmetric topologies, such as the torus that is a
mesh with end-around connections. Due to space limitations, we outline only the main steps that are to
be followed to model circuit-switching routing in a two-dimensional torus in the case of hold link conflict
resolution strategy.
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Fig. 5. Path-set-up

phase for the hoZd strategy in a torus network.

Eq. (2) for the estimation of the mean latency time is still valid. Hence, we focus on the path-setup phase. In this network, the most popular algorithm to establish a deterministic communication path
is the so called XY routing that is, a dimension-ordering policy analogous to the e-cube algorithm in a
hypercube.
In a torus interconnection network there are three classes of message flows generated by each node: the
messages that reach the destination node using links of the dimension X only (A’), those using links of the
dimension Y only (A’), and those using links of both dimensions (A”). Under the hypothesis of uniform
traffic in an m x m torus with uni-directional links, the mean number of links per path is MX = My = m/2
, respectively. Fig. 5 shows the state diagram for the path-set-up
andMXY =mfortheflowshX,hYandhXY
phase of the hold strategy in a two-dimensional torus. The state labels have the same meaning as those in
Fig. 2. Moreover, we have AX = hY = A(m - l)/(m2 - 1) = A/(m + l), and Ax’ = A(1 - 2/(m + 1)).
The remaining steps are analogous to those discussed in Section 4.1. We have only to specialise some
expressions to take into account the peculiarities of the torus architecture. For example, the mean time
to complete the path-set-up phase is quite similar to Eq. (3), but for the first term that now is MtOrus =
(hXMX/h + hYMY/h + hXYMXY/h).
Hence,
THOLD
path-set-up

= Mtorus(Gerify

+ %k_conn

•I- &k-wait)

+ Dack.

Other equations, such as (4) and (B. l), having no explicit references to the architecture remain still valid.
On the other hand, we have to modify all equations, such as (5) and (B.5)-(B.8), that contain terms referring
to the topology (e.g., the mean number of links held in a phase). However, the few changes do not affect
the spirit of the modelling approach. For example, we have only to replace M with MtOrus,and distinguish
the class of message flows in other equations.

6. Performance results
6.1. Validation of the model
The simulation results are obtained by means of the Independent Replications Method implemented in
Simula language [20]. The model explicitly simulates the activity of link arbitration, link connection, link
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Fig. 6. Message latency time of hold strategy
and two classes of network service times.
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.......*.* .......

0.01 (analyt.)
0.01 (simul.)

I

0,15
Rate

0.20

in a hypercubewith dimensiond = 8 for different message generationrates

releasing, and data transmission, from which the effects of link contentions and aborts occur. The simulation
model is developed under the assumptions (a)-(c), whereas the assumptions (d)-(f) are removed. The
computation of the confidence intervals (at a 95% level of confidence) is based on the Jackknife estimator
[201.
Fig. 6 compares the analytical and simulation results for the hold strategy in a hypercube with 256
nodes. Message generation is Poissonian, while the destinations are uniformly chosen among all nodes.
Data transmission time is uniformly distributed in the interval [O.l, 1.91.This figure presents two classes
Of curves. The former refers t0 an interconnection network having TV&f,,= &nk_conn = Da& = TRl =
0.001, the latter to Tvefify= &&-con” = &k = Tret = 0.01. Moreover, this figure shows the sensitivity
of the hold strategy to the variation of the message generation rate per each node. The difference between
the analytical model and simulation is within 5% for a wide range of message arrival rates, and it does not
overcome 10% when the interconnection network is close to saturation. The latter plot (TX = 0.01) shows
that the approximation is accurate even for high values of the path-set-up time, because the curve is close
to the confidence interval.
Analogous correspondence between analytical and simulation results is in Fig. 7 concerning the drop
strategy in a hypercube with 256 nodes, Tvehfy= &i&-n” = &k = Trel = 0.001, and c)back_off= 1.5.
This figure shows the sensitivity of the drop strategy to the variation of the data transfer time distribution. In
particular, it reveals that the analytical model is independent of the message length distribution. The former
class of curves refers to a constant data transfer time Dkta+rans = 1, the latter is related to a data transfer
time exponentially distributed with mean equal to 1. For clarity reasons, we have not reported a third class
of curves, referring to a data transfer time uniformly distributed in the interval [O.1, 1.91, that falls in the
middle.
Fig. 8 shows the mean number of aborts per communication as a function of the message generation rate
when the adaptive strategy is adopted. The curves are related to a hypercube with 256 nodes in which the
message routing is uniformly distributed, Tverify= &k_conn = &?k = Trel = 0.001, the data transfer time
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Fig. 7. Message latency time of drop strategy in a hypercube with dimension d = 8 for various message generation rates and
data transfer distributions.
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Fig. 8. Mean number of abort per communication of adaptive strategy in a hypercube with dimension d = 8 for different
values of message generation rate and &k-off = 1S.

is uniformly distributed, and &,Ck_0@= 1.5. The estimated mean number of aborts per communication is
close to the simulation results. The difference between the analysis and the mean value of the simulation
is within 5% for a wide range of message arrival rates and tends to be below the confidence interval only
when the network tends to saturation. Analogous plots have been obtained to validate the analytical model
for different values of the back-off time (&&_off = 3.0,2.0, 1.0,0.5,0.3). We can conclude that when
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Fig. 9. Message latency time of drop strategy in a hypercube with dimension d = 8 for various message generation rates and
five back-off times.

&,&_Off 2 1.5 the graphs coincide, otherwise they slightly differ. In particular, until &a&&f’ = 0.3 a
limited reduction of the number of aborts can be observed.
The figures of this section demonstrate the quality of the analytical approach for all the link conflict
resolution strategies. As expected, the analytical results are lower bounds of the actual times because the
assumptions done to render tractable the model do not allow us to take into account some potential link
conflicts.
6.2. Peqhormance comparison
After the validation of the analytical models, we use them to obtain other interesting performance
parameters. In particular, we intend
l to evaluate how the back-off time choice influences
the latency time of the drop and adaptive strategies;
l to estimate the influence of the network dimension
on the communication performances in case of low,
medium, and high traffic conditions;
l to compare the performance
of the three link conflict resolution strategies for various network dimensions,
message dimensions, and router service times.
In the first experiment, we evaluate the influence of the back-off time on the message latency time of drop
and adaptive strategies. For what concerns the adaptive policy, we can confirm results shown in Fig. 8, that
is, the high number of alternative paths avoids network congestion even if the back-off time is chosen much
lower than the mean latency time. Moreover, a proportional reduction of the latency time is experimented,
thanks to the decrease of the N&,ti&&&f
term in the path-set-up equation (27).
Fig. 9 shows the mean latency time as a function of the message generation rate for the drop strategy
and various &&_& times. The curves refer to a. hypercube with 256 nodes in which the message routing
is uniformly distributed, Tveefy = &ink_conn= &k = Trel = 0.001 and data transfer time is uniformly
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Fig. 10. Performance of link conflict resolution strategies for low and medium traffic in hypercubes of various dimensions.

distributed. The drop strategy is more interesting than the adaptive case because two opposite forces act on
the N&On&&_Ofi term of the path-set-up equation (9). Now a reduction of &,&&f causes an increment
of Nabon. Fig. 9 gives a fine example of this situation. %uting from &&_$f
= 1.5, the drop strategy
improves as the back-off time decreases until &&&r
= 1.2 (that is, the number of aborts increases less
than the 0.3 reduction of the back-off time). A further reduction of the back-off interval to &&off
= 1
causes a so high number of aborts that the latency time experiments a sharp growth In other words, choosing
the back-off interval much lower than the mean latency time causes that an aborted communication has
high probability to further conflict with the previous communication (that is, Pfder_connicts augments). The
increase in the number of attempts will increase load and link contention which, in their turn, impact system
performance. A reduction of the back-off time to &,&_$f = 0.7 produces a slightly better performance
than the previous one. Probably, the effect of the rough increase of N&ofi is now less tangible, and a
reduced &,&_& produces a temporary improvement on the mean path-set-up time. The short effect of
this reduction is demonstrated by the fifth curve relative to &aCk_Off = 0.4 that shows a congested network
even for light traffic conditions.
We compare the three link conflict resolution strategies as a function of the network dimension. Four
hypercube dimensions (namely d = 6, d = 8, d = 10 and d = 12) are considered, while the back-off time
is set to 1.3. The other parameters are the same of the previous figure. Fig. 10 shows the mean latency time
for light and medium traffic conditions (i.e., message generation rate equal to 0.025 and 0.1, respectively).
This figure shows that the adaptive strategy is almost insensitive to the network dimension, and it performs
best for any traffic condition. We verified that the relative performance of the three strategies for high traffic
(i.e., message generation rate equal to 0.2) is similar to the medium traffic instance.
In the third experiment we have set the message generation rate to a medium traffic level (i.e. )L= 0.125)
and let vary the message dimension (i.e., T&&_&& with the purpose of comparing the three link conflict
resolution strategies as a function of the data transmission time. The network dimension is set to d = 10,
and the parameters are those of Fig. 10. Fig. 11 confirms that the adaptive strategy performs always as the
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Fig. 11. Mean latency time of link conflict resolution strategies for different data transmission times.

best. For what concerns hold and drop strategies, Fig. 11 shows a better behaviour of the former when the
data transmission time is small. Indeed, in these cases it seems more convenient to wait for an occupied
link rather than to free up all the obtained links and reply the path-set-up phase from the beginning. On
the other hand, when the message dimension increases, it is more profitable to release the acquired links in
order to avoid network saturation.
In all the previous figures the router service times are supposed a very little fraction of other times,
such back-off and data transmission. Typically, TV,hfY= &nk_com = Trel = 0.001, while &ti_&mS and
&&_&
are close to 1. Other experiments aimed at demonstrating the router contribution in the pathset-up phase. To this purpose, we evaluated the mean path-set-up time as a function of increasing values
of Getify 7 hk-corm 9 and T&l (from 0.001 to 0.1) for two message generation rates, that is, h = 0.1 and
h = 0.17. All the strategies show a tendency to congestion when the router service times augment, even if
less evident for the adaptive policy. In particular, the hold and drop strategies tend to saturate the network
for time values higher than 0.01, independently of the back-off time (set to 1.2). These experiments are
an example of the realism of the model. Many other results would not be possible with simpler analytical
models that do not take into account aspects such as the role of the routing controller, the back-off time,
the holding time, and the probability of further conflicts.

7. Conclusions
In this paper we propose a modelling approach to evaluate the message latency time of symmetric
interconnection networks based on asynchronous direct circuit-switching policy in the case of hold, drop or
adaptive link conflict resolution strategy. This model takes into account the time spent by the communication
router in acquiring and releasing links, the back-off interval and other potential delays. In addition, it is
able to capture the feedback effects among the probability of link conflict, the routing controller overhead
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and the message latency. Indeed, a larger latency time leads to a greater probability of link conflict and to a
higher link holding time (in the case of the hold strategy) or to a greater probability of conflict (in the case
of drop and adaptive strategy). Higher values of these latter parameters, in their turn, increase the latency
time, and so forth. Many previous studies ignore the mutual dependencies among those factors.
We verify that our approach is accurate for a wide range of traffic conditions, message length distributions, and network features. We demonstrate the best performance of the adaptive strategy with respect
to deterministic policies such as the drop and the hold. However, this better behaviour is obtained at the
price of an increase of the complexity of the router module that requires a more sophisticated logic for path
construction (see the chip router proposal in [lo]) and a message buffer to store the aborted communications
during the back-off period.
The models proposed in this paper can be extended to evaluate the performance of different message
routing strategies and network topologies. We are applying this methodology to study wormhole policies
with deterministic and adaptive routing.

Appendix A. Performance of the routing controller
We evaluate the overhead due to the routing controller for the hold strategy and refer to [7] for additional
details about drop and adaptive strategies. As shown in Fig. 1, the router serves two kinds of requests: link
connection (path-set-up phase) and link releasing (path-set-up phase, for the hold strategy; path-set-up and
path-release phases, for the drop and adaptive strategies).
In the case of the hold strategy, the router performs two activities for the path-set-up phase and two for
the path-release phase. Each of them requires a deterministic service time that corresponds to:
(1) verify whether the requested link is free and, in that case, connect this link (the service time is equal to
D1 = hify
+ hnk_conn);
(2) verify and en-queue link request, in the case of an already assigned link (02 = Dveefy);
(3) release a link which has not been requested (03 = &I);
(4) release a link which has been requested, and connect this link (04 = D,l + @ink_conn).
By assuming that link connection and link release requests arrive with the same probability, these activities
are carried out with the following probabilities: p1 = (1 - Pconflict)/2, p2 = Pconflict/2, p3 = (1 P conflict)/27

P4 = Pconflict/2~

The routing controller can be modelled as a M/G/l queue where the arrivals are Poissonian with rate
2hM, and the service time is given by the weighted combination of the four activities executed with
deterministic times. By using [ 171, we have that the mean service time for the routing controller is:
SHoLD = p1D1 +

p2D2

+

p3D3 + p4D4.

(A.11

To evaluate the mean waiting time of a M/G/ 1, we need the second moment of the service time as
St2) = ~10:

+ p2D;

+ p3D,2 + p4D2 4.

(-4.2)

Through (A. 1) and (A.2), we can write that the mean waiting time of the routing controller is given by
WHOLD

= AMS(y--,

where p = 2)LMSHoLD,

(A.3)
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The activity of the routing controller influences all the times that involve the router itself, and in particular the requests of connecting and releasing a link (Tvedfyand Trer,respectively). Thanks to the previous
equations we can consider all these parameters as mean times and not constant delays, as usually assumed
in the literature:

WHoLD
+ &erify,

Kwify =
Trel

= WHoLD
+ Drel.

(A.3

On the other hand, the link connection (Dlink_conn)remains a deterministic time that does not experiment
waiting times because it always follows a link request or a link release phase.
In the case of drop strategy, the routing controller carries out two activities for the path-set-up phase
(connect or abort) and one for the path-release phase. Through a process analogous to that used for the
hold strategy, we can write that the mean service time and the mean waiting time for the routing controller
are
SDRoP =
WDROP

plQ

+ p2D2

= hMS(2)

+ p3D3,

$-$

(A.6)

67)

where Sc2) = plDf + p2D; + p3D; and r = 2AMS DRop. Therefore, the mean times for link verification and link releasing for the drop strategy are T&g,, = WDRoP + D,,Af, and Trel = WDRoP + Drel,
respectively.
For the adaptive strategy, if we assume that there are J available links at each node to build the path, the
routing controller aborts the link request only after J checks. Therefore, we have (see [7]):
sADPT

J
=

Plkh
c
k=l

+ p2D2

+ p3D3,

1

wAD’Pr = )LMS(2k_--,

(1 - P)

(A.@

(A-9)

where SC2) = &
ptk D :k + p2 0; + p3 0: and p = 2h MSADPT. The mean times for link connection and link release are Tveefy = WADPT + D,,~f,
C,"=l
k~~~~~i,,
andTrel
= WADPT + Drel,
respectively.
Appendix B. The probabilities of link conflict

The probability of link conflict is the key value for evaluating the performance parameters of hold, drop
and adaptive policies. We propose a common approach that with slight differences can be adopted for any
conflict resolution strategy.
Let us recall that we are considering a system with Stinks links and p nodes, each generating a communication request as a Poisson process with rate A. The probability that a link request causes a conflict is
equal to the probability that this communication requires a link already assigned to another communication.
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When the probability of further contention against the same communication can be neglected (hold and
adaptive strategies), this probability is also equal to the utilisation factor of each link [ 151, hence
Pconflict

Nlink-held
=

N1inks

03.1)

.

where Ntinkfi&j denotes the total number of links held by all the communications. When a link request
causes a conflict, the other communication may be in any of the three phases that constitute a message
transmission. Therefore,
hinkhld

pa*-set-“p
= Nlink_held

+ Nl$_he)d

+ ~lf,$$~

+ i$$_held

(B.2)

and
Pconflict =

Npath-set-“p
+ N;$_h,ld+ N;gi;r
link-held

+ N$k_held

(B.3)

Ninks

The probabilities that a link conflict occurs while the other communication is in its path-set-up, ack,
data-transmission and path-release phase are easily obtained from (B.3). For example,
ppath_set_up
conflict

Npath-set_up
lmkheld
=

(B.4)

Ninks

Hence, the computation of the probabilities of link conflict always requires the evaluation of the number
of links held in each state. This value is given by the number of links held in that state times the incoming
rate and the mean residence time in that state. For the states different from the path-set-up phase, we
have
(B-5)
Ndata-trans
lmk_held = phMTdata_trms,

03.6)
(B.7)

i=l

The number of links held in the path-set-up phase can be further detailed depending on the link conflict
resolution strategy. For example, the path-set-up phase of the hold strategy has three kinds of states: verification, waiting and link connection. Nevertheless, the aggregation established in Section 4.1 allows us to
consider a single class. Hence,
M

Npath_set_up
link-held

= PA C

i(Tverify •I-Dlink_conn + Gnk-wait).

(B.8)

i=l

For the drop strategy, we have to distinguish between probability of first conflict and probability of further
conflicts. Here we refer to the former probability, while the latter is evaluated in [7]. (This implies that
Pconflictof Eq. (B.3) should be read as Pfirst_conflict.)The path-set-up phase of the drop strategy has three
kinds of states: verification, link connection, and link releasing. Hence,
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path-set-up
= P
Nlink_held

M-l

c
i=l
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M-l

hpi Verify -I- g
i=l

hqi Dlink_com + c

Afi Trel ,

03.9)

i=l

where the flow rates Aigand A! are given in Eqs. (19)-(23).
The probability of link conflict for the adaptive strategy is directly obtained by Eq. (B.3). Unlike the
drop strategy, the assumption (f) allows the model to exclude the probability of further conflicts with the
same communication. The equation, analogous to (B.9), is given in [7].
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